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A copy of the 15th-century Dalail al-Khayrat from the Chester Beatty Library. The opening page is from a 17th-century copy of dalail al-Hayrat from the Walters Art Museum. Dala'il al-Khayrat ( تاریخلا لئالد  ) or Dalaail u'l Khayraat Wa Shawaariq u'l Anwaar Zik Feeri's Salaat Alan Nabiyyi'l Mukhtaar (implied pathmarks of superiority and a brilliant burst of lights
in memory of the blessing of the chosen prophet) is a well-known collection of prayers for the Islamic prophet Muhammad, which was written by Moroccan Shadhily Sufi and Islamic scholar Muhammad Suleiman al-Jazeera ash Shadhili (died 1465). It is popular in parts of the Islamic world among traditional Muslims - particularly North Africa, the Levant,
Turkey, the Caucasus and South Asia and is divided into sections for daily recitation. Moroccan hadith scholar Abdullah al-Thalidy wrote of Dala'il al-Khayrat: Millions of Muslims from East to West have tried it and found their good, his blessings and his benefits for centuries and older generations, and have witnessed his incredible spiritual blessings and light.
Muslims avidly reciting this, alone and in groups, in houses and mosques, spending themselves entirely in Blessing on the Most Beloved and praising it. Dalail al-Hayrat is the first major book in Islamic history to make up a summer order of peace and blessings on Mohammed. It is also the most popular and most universally recognized collection of litholithic
who ask God to bless him. Among some Sunni religious orders, especially the Shadili-Jazeuli order, its recitation is a daily practice. In others, however, its recitation is purely a voluntary daily practice. The work begins with ninety-nine names of God, followed by a collection of more than a hundred names by Mohammed. [2] The legend of the origin of Dalail
al-Khayrat claims that al-Jazeera once woke up late for his morning prayers and began searching in vain for clean water to perform ritual washing. At the height of his quest for al-Jazeera, he encountered a young girl who knew about al-Jazeera's famous religiosity and was surprised as to why Al Jazeera was unable to find clean water. The girl then spits into
a well that miraculously overfilled with pure sweet water for Al Jazeera to perform the wash. So, while praying, Al Jazeera asked about the means by which the girl reached such a high spiritual station. The girl replied that it was simply doing a constant prayer for God to bless the best creation by the number of inhalations and heartbeats. Al Jazeera then
decided to write a work that gathers prayers, asking God to bless and show mercy and kindness to Mohammed. Al Jazeera then moved east to Medina, where it reciting the entire Dalail al-Khayrat twice a day at Mohammed's grave in al-Masjid al-Nabawi. Dalail Khayrat has since been seen as a testament to love and after Mohammed. Many of the execs
were written on Dala'il Khayrat - most notable scientist Yusuf al-Nabhani in his work Afdal al-Salawat, and Abd al-Majid al-Sharnubi al-Azhari Sharkh Dala'il Hayrat. Kara Davuda's classic Ottoman-era work is popular in Turkish called Muwafik-ul Khayrat Linayl-el Barakat Fi Khidmat-as Saadat, briefly known as Kara Davud. Exemplars Institution Inventory
number Origin Date Size Notes Walters Art Museum W.583 Ottoman Empire 17th century [3] National Library of Israel Yahuda Ms.Ar.862 North Africa 17th century [4] Khalili Collection of Hajj and the Arts of Pilgrimage MSS 97 Turkey late 17th or 18th century 52 folios [5] National Library of Israel Yahuda Ms.Ar.864 Ottoman Empire 1734 [4] National Library
of Israel Yahuda Ms.Ar.863 India Late 18th century [4] National Library of Israel Yahuda Ms.Ar.47 Ottoman Empire 1795 [4] Khalili Collection of Hajj and the Arts of Pilgrimage MSS 1278 India late 18th – early 19th century 2 detached pages [6] Khalili Collection of Hajj and the Arts of Pilgrimage MSS 1283 India, or possibly Mecca by Indian artists 1801-2 101
folios [7] National Library of Israel Yahuda Ms.Ar.852 Kashmir Early 19th century [4] Khalili Collection of Hajj and the Arts of Pilgrimage MSS 1138 Morocco 1838 223 folios [8] Khalili Collection of Hajj and the Arts of Pilgrimage MSS 276 Turkey Probably Istanbul 1848-9 84 folios [9] Israeli National Library Yahuda Ms.Ar.38 Ottoman Empire 1862 [4] Khalili
Hajj Collection and Art Pilgrimage MSS 1245 North Africa or Mecca 1873 89 folios [10] Allam Iqbal Library, University of Kashmir Saudi Arabia 1885 187 folios [11] Reference ^ History of Dalail al-Khayrat. Archived from the original on 2006-09-01. Retrieved 2006-10-03. The 1990s were 1940-IQRA.net 19. Walters Art Museum in the 1940s. Retrieved
November 28, 2020. In the 1990s, the 1990s, the 1990s, the 1990s and webcache.googleusercontent.com. Retrieved November 28, 2020. The Hali Collection in 2008. Retrieved November 28, 2020. Khalili Collection in 2008. Retrieved November 28, 2020. In 2008, Khalil's Collection was
100000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000 Retrieved November 28, 2020. Halili Collection in 2008. Retrieved November 28, 2020.
Khalily Collection in 2007. Retrieved November 28, 2020. Nassar, Nahla (2020). In 2008, 2008. Research collections of Islamic art in 2007. Retrieved November 28, 2020. In 2008, Julia Julia Yulia World Digital Library. Library of Congress of the United States. Retrieved November 28, 2020. Commons external links have media for 2010-08-08-08.
Read/Download Dalail ul Khairat Shareef (Urdu) Mp3 Audio Audio plus transliteration and English translation of Dala'il-e Hayrat. English translation by Dalail al-Hayrat The story of The Dail al-Khayrat (by Sheikh Nuh Ha Mim Keller) Thanks siddika Osman Noormuhammad Read online Excerpt from It is necessary to have for all lovers rasulah ï·º- Each section
is well represented and divided - Translations make this book an absolute joy to read as litany- One thing that that you need to know that the book reads like an English book, resulting in the left side being the beginning of the book, and the right side is the end, but you read Arabic as you do from right to right. It didn't work. Dalael al-Khayrat is undoubtedly the
most famous guide of blessings on the prophet (Allah will bless him and give him peace of mind) in history. It was composed by Sufi, Wali, a Muslim prophetic scholar and Marrakech Muhammad ibn Suleiman al-Jazeera (870/1465). Born and raised among Gazala Berbers from the Sousse region of southern Morocco, he studied the Koran and traditional
Islamic knowledge before traveling to Fás.Dala'il al-Khayrat, a celebrity swept the Islamic world from North Africa to Indonesia. Hardly a well-to-do home was without one, the princes exchanged perfectly decorated copies of it, and the miyaks valued it. Pilgrims wore it on their side on their way to the hajj, and in Mecca and Medina, a whole industry of hand
copywriters had been pulsating for centuries. Anyone who read it found that Baraka went down to where he was reciting, according to divine command: Verily Allah and His angels will bless the prophet: O you who believe, bless him, and pray peace to him (Koran 33:56). Read more --History of Dala'il al-Hayrat Sheikh Nuh Ham Mim Keller Dala'il al-Khayrat,
The Most Famous Guide to Blessings on the Prophet (Allah Bless Him and Give Him Peace) in History, was compiled by Sufi, Wali, a Muslim scholar of prophetic origin, and Barack Marrakesh Muhammad ibn Suleiman al-Jazeera (870/1465). Born and raised among the Gazulah Berbers region of Sousse in southern Morocco, he studied the Koran and
traditional Islamic knowledge before travelling to Fez, where he memorized the four-time Mudawwana Imam Malik and met scholars of his time, such as Ahmad Zarruk, and Muhammad ibn Abdullah Amgar, who became his sheikh on tariz or Sufi. Amgar traced his spiritual lineage only through six masters to the grand founder of their order, Abul Haran al-
Shadhi, and from there back to the prophet (Allah will bless him and give him peace). Initiating Jazuli on the way, he placed him in a halva or solitary retreat, where he remained to summon Allah for about fourteen years, and appeared remarkably changed. After the to the east and performing the hajj, Yazuli himself was given permission to direct the students
as a tariqa sheikh. Imam Ahmad al-Savi says that once Jazuli went to perform his washing-ups for established prayer from a nearby well, but couldn't find any means to draw water. Although thus surprised, he was spotted by a young girl who called from a height above: You one nation praise so much and you can't even figure out how to get water out of the
well? So she descends and spits into the water, which is well filled until it is overfilled and spilled across the earth. Jazuli did his absinthes and then turned to her and said, I'm defending you to tell me how you reached that rank. She said: Having said blessings to someone who was lovingly followed by beasts as he walked through the slum (Allah blesses him
and gives him peace). Yazuli had previously vowed to draw up a book of blessings on the prophet (Allah will bless him and give him peace), who became known as his Dalael al-Khayrat or The Signs of Superiority. His spiritual path drew thousands of disciples who, because of the popularity of his blessings manual on the prophet (Allah blesses him and gives
him peace), had a huge impact on Moroccan societies. He taught followers blessing the prophet (Allah blesses him and gives him peace), extinction of himself in the love of Allah and His messenger, visiting aahlia or saints, giving up any power or strength, and total reliance on Allah. The prophet (Allah bless him and give him peace) said unto him in a dream:
I am the splendor of prophetic messengers, and thou hast the magnificence of aahlia. Many divine signs were insidious to him, none more outlandy or unmistakable than the reception that met his famous work. His celebrity spanned the Islamic world from North Africa to Indonesia. Hardly a well-to-do house was without one, the princes exchanged lushly
decorated copies of it, meagers valued it. Pilgrims wore it on their side on their way to the hajj, and in Mecca and Medina, a whole industry of hand copywriters had been pulsating for centuries. Anyone who read it found that Baraka went down to where he was reciting, according to divine command: Verily Allah and His angels will bless the prophet: O you
who believe, bless him, and pray peace to him (Koran 33:56). During the post-calf present, Imam Jazuli's masterpiece was overshadowed by the despiritalization of Islam by reformers who touched all but the most traditional Muslims. As Moroccan hadis scholar Abdullah al-Thalidy of Dala'il al-Khayrat wrote: Millions of Muslims from East to West have tried it
and found their good, their barack and its benefits for centuries and older generations, and witnessed its incredible spiritual blessings and light. Muslims avidly recitated this, alone and in groups, in homes and fully conducting himself in Blessings on the Most Beloved and praising him---soever the idea of the Wehabi did not spread among them, indulging
them and creating confused fears based on the thoughts of Ibn Taimiy and reviving his path of Mohammed ibn 'Abd al-Vahhab of Najd. After that, the Muslims shrieked away from the recitation of Dalael al-Khayrat, falling from blessings upon the prophet (Allah will bless him and give him peace), in particular, from the memory of Allah altogether (al-Mutrib fi
awliya' al-Maghrib, 143–144). Sheikh Nuh Keller New Dala'il al-Hayrat Sheikh Nu Ha Mim Keller It was our hope that Allah could turn this tide by helping us bring out a new edition of the famous Jazuli manual that would be more beautiful, accurate and easy for Muslims to use than any previous print. Text We started in June 2003 with a survey of ninety-five
Dalail manuscripts from several countries. Their minor text options brought us back to matali al-Masarrat's remarkable and detailed comment by Imam Muhammad Mahdi al-Fasi (d. 1109/1698), not least because of his exhaustive comparisons of large early copies, notably a review of Sahliya read from Jazuli seven years before his student, Muhammad al-
Sugayir al-Sahli, and the widely recognized most authority. Perhaps no author can resist a few changes in his work when reading it aloud, and the differences between the earliest sources are probably related to that. Sahliyya however enjoys the greatest celebrity of these copies actually tested with the author, and our edition follows him almost without
exception. Carefully comparing manuscripts and comments, we corrected traditional section headlines and subtitles by dividing the work into familiar daily parts of halves, thirds, quarters and eighths or hizbs or sections. The practice of calling Hizbs by days of the week turned out to be unnoticed by the earliest sources, and even less likely because their
number eight rather than seven, as the days of the week do. (Two sections are read on the last day of the week.) From start to finish, we placed decorations that are traditionally used to indicate pauses in concert, based on rhythm, rhyme, length and meaning of phrases. The calligraphy we sought in Syria, Jordan, Iraq, Turkey, Saudi Arabia and Morocco, for
a calligrapher whose Arabic script could best reflect the beauty, light and will of the work being easy to read. The samples we saw about the naskh script commonly used in Arabic handwritten books led us to syrian master Utman Taha, one of the most familiar calligraphers to modern Muslims for writing pages of Saudi-printed Holy Koran found in mosques
around the world. We visited him at home in Medina and found him a man of sincerity and melon who of all the Qur'an twelve times. He produced 182 large-scale pages of work — fifty-two by thirty-four centimeters each — in just three months. Illumination We contacted turkish artist Nekati Sankaktutan to draw ornaments used for pauses in the text, followed
by an Iraqi team of two brothers, Mutanna and Muhammad al-Ubaidi, to produce illuminations for sections, beginnings and ends. They came to Jordan twice, on their first visit, providing samples and discussing color and style, and on the second bringing their tools, colors and gold for the main work they completed in about fifty days. Their work was beautiful,
but required high-resolution scanning, cleaning and turning into digital pathways to allow us to electronically paint it for printing. Ibrahim Batchelder, an American artisan specializing in Islamic fine arts and design, has helped us with this and many other issues related to ornamentation. Hadith we wanted to clarify to readers of hadiths in the prefat section to
the main work, which was not authenticated by the prophet (Allah blessed him and gave him peace of mind), so we made a detailed report on each Hadit in the section, edited it for brevity and sent it to Utman Taha to write for inclusion in the back of the work. Ijaza For Barack, we also wanted to add a sanad or chain of ijaza transmission or spiritual
permission to recitate the Dalail, as we had for our previous Awrad al-Tariqa al-Shadhiliyya [Litanies of the Order of Shadhili]. We already owned personal ijazs for Dal from the late Sheikh Mohammed's Alavi al-Maliki of Mecca (Allah will pardon him) and Habib Mashur bin Hafid from Hadramawt, but have now sought a higher bailout, that is, one with fewer
interim ties, back to the author. A few weeks later we received the ijaza of former Libya's queen Fatima Shifa (may Allah keep it), which is due to work through Libya's Sanusion back to Imam Jazuli. After her permission, we discharged ijaza to readers, forwarded it to a calligrapher, and when it was finished, scanned it and added it to the rest of the work.
Design Book size, page layout, frames, gold and colors have been designed to match traditional handwritten copies of Dala'il al-Khayrat from the Middle East. The work remained without page numbers because none of the old copies had them, and the section names reproduce them largely redundant. In addition, Dala'il pages, like many handwritten copies
of the Koran and indeed most Islamic manuscripts, have traditionally been mapped and ordered not with numbers but using the ta'qiba system copying the first word of the left page at the bottom of the right page. We followed this system as well as the traditional way to correct handwriting in the fields and pointing out place in text with a small stroke of the
pen. Finally, we arranged for Iraqi calligrapher Abbas al-Baghdadi to make a circular medallion of the book's title, which adorns the cover and front page of the work. Print After many steps to prepare materials, we printed the work in the National Press in Jordan. They have been recommended by their proven excellence in color work in previous art calendars
and other projects, and being able to produce a rather luxurious imitation of the gold used in the original ornament. Our computer graphics artist Tahail Nak hooda assured us that he could get the best collaboration with staff there in the latest steps of combining many of each page's electronic elements. We tied up several hundred copies in Jordan, but then
met fouad al-Baaino in Beirut, the largest bookmaker in the Middle East, to see his samples and reconcile the materials to be used for both the rest of the print and the luxury limited edition, with special boxes for handmade oak presentation. It was all over by July 2005, twenty-five months after we started, and may Allah praise. Sheikh Well Keller Keller
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